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The correct sentence reads as follows:
“We found mainly negative correlations (average r = -.279; 
see Fig. 1C), a sensible result given that a higher contribu-
tion of any microstate type leaves less time left in the EEG 
that could be covered by another type.”
The original article has been updated.
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After the article was published online, the authors noticed 
inadvertent errors in the “Results and Discussion” section: 

1. Under the subheading “Intercorrelations Between 
Microstate Occurrences”, the average correlation coef-
ficient r = .221 should be negative: r = -.221.

The correct sentence reads as follows:
“However, the occurrence of microstate C was negatively 
related to the occurrence of all other microstate types (aver-
age r = -.221), indicating that microstate C occurrence has 
a competing relationship with the occurrence of all other 
microstate types and a special role within prototypical 
microstate types.”

2. Under the subheading “Intercorrelations Between 
Microstate Contributions”, the average correlation coef-
ficient r = .279 should be negative: r = -.279.

The online version of the original article can be found at https://doi.
org/10.1007/s10548-023-00988-3
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